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Egypt has always acted as a ‘compass’ to ori-
ent. When the monarchy opted for consti-
tutional democracy, general and media

liberties after 1923, Iraq, Syria and Libya fol-
lowed in its steps. The same happened when
Egypt shifted to a revolutionary regime in 1952
and opted for leftism, made allies with the East
and prioritized national Arab causes, like Arab
unity and liberating Palestine, to domestic ones,
and it was also followed by Iraq, Syria, Yemen,
Libya and Sudan and everybody used slogans
about social justice, communism, heavy indus-
tries and agricultural reform but never achieved
any.

In a meeting held months ago with the
Egyptian president, Abdul Fattah Al-Sisi, we told
him that the only experience Egypt could bene-
fit from in its future political practices was that
of Kuwait’s, because it is the only country
known in political history where a cabinet does
not have to be formed from a parliamentary
majority - an experience Egypt had never gone
through as all the cabinets formed under
monarchy or the republican regimes had a sup-
porting parliamentary majority. 

Kuwait’s previous experiences seem to fore-
tell the future of the new Egyptian parliament
in view of the absence of a majority party. That
may be why the ‘For the Love of Egypt’ party,
led by General Sameh Saifelyazal, is trying to
create a large coalition that would support the
regime and its cabinet. 

Weeks ago, I met ambassador Amr Moussa,
the head of the new constitution founding
committee that gave the parliament more pow-
ers than those given to the president, and he
justified this by a wish to stop creating any
more pharaohs (tyrants) like those created after
the 1952 revolution. He told me that the com-
mittee wanted both the political leadership and
the people’s representatives to share the
process of decision making, which is theoreti-
cally nice but might hinder the state’s swift
action and operation. 

Therefore, the current constitution seems to
be a ‘disposable’ one that will have to be
changed by the coming parliament, though I
doubt it will even complete its tenure and will
be dissolved because of the many predicted
and unprecedented economic and political
problems.   

Generally speaking, liberals and secularists
used to boycott the elections to the benefit of
conservatives and Islamist powers who are
more flexible, pragmatic and ready to make
allies with various powers to win parliamentary
or even presidential elections. Well, things are
completely the opposite in the recent elections
where conservative, Islamist and leftist powers
subsided allowing liberals, including former
NDP remnants, to sweep the elections.  

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Columnist Ahmad Al-Sarraf wrote a fantastic
column in Al-Qabas recently about the impor-
tance of respecting law, freedom and justice.

He said “buildings, airports, concrete structures,
infrastructure, social environment, economy and
public liberties are all fan-
tastic matters, but the
human being does not live
with them only - rather he is
in need of feeling safe and
stable in addition to the
freedom of speech, move-
ment and behavior.

He added: “In Kuwait we
sleep without worry, and
do not think much about
what we say. We work with
confidence that there is a judiciary, and work while
we are sure that an influential person will not
encroach on our companies and agencies.” Then he
rang the danger bell by saying: “We are on the road
of losing what we were proud off, and what distin-
guished us from our surroundings, and we started
to slide into a country that is getting farther from
the law every day.”

It is a bitter fact with regret, what Sarraf said.
George Washington, the first president of the United
States said: “Managing justice is the strongest pillar
in government.” So there is no life and no state with-
out justice and respect of law, and it is a natural

result for corruption to
increase and people brag
about ‘wasta’ and connec-
tions. 

It was said before that
whoever felt safe from pun-
ishment will misbehave.
Commitment to applying
the law on all is one of the
most notable signs of civi-
lization, and advanced
countries reached this level

of prosperity only through implementation of the
law and providing vast areas of freedom and securi-
ty and accepting other opinions. The state will not
recover its economic, architecture and development
status unless it restores its status of providing free-
dom, justice, equality and respect of law - you are
right Ahmad Al-Sarraf. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Our ancestors have known millstones, two
round, rough stones used to grind wheat
at homes, for long. However, after a period

of using a millstone, its grinding surfaces usually
got smoother with friction and had to be serviced
by a special technician known in Kuwait as
‘nikkas’, who used to go door to door offering his
services of hammering new holes in softened
millstone surfaces to make them rough again.
Well, by time, people stopped grinding their own
wheat and thus stopped using millstones, and
consequently the nikkas profession vanished
along with many other professions that are no
longer needed. 

Mankind has known many professions and
tools that have now vanished because man no
longer needs or uses them. More of these tools
and devices are expected to vanish in the near
future such as calculators, cameras, watches and
alarm clocks because they are all built in as spe-
cial applications in smartphones nowadays. The
world is panting behind racing technology.
Modern inventions’ lifespans are becoming short-
er. The best example of this is WhatsApp, which is
fiercely competing with emails that were recently
introduced during the age of the Internet. 

Some stores are also starting to vanish such as
photography studios, photocopy centers, tourism
and travel agents and the many services provided
at airports will soon vanish because of the grow-
ing number of services that can be done online.
We can now use our mobile phones to book and
purchase a flight ticket, select onboard meals and
seats, check in at the airport and book hotel
rooms. 

Modern inventions are strange and have put
an end to so many professions such that of a
translator and alienated the role of libraries
because e-books are now available and easily
accessible. They might even annul the role of
judges in the near future and people might liti-
gate electronically using a special application
named ‘Court’ for instance, which would hear the
case brief, listen to witnesses than send the
accused a written note that might read: “You
have been sentenced to one year in prison.
Kindly head to the nearest jail to execute the ver-
dict!”  —Translated by Kuwait Times 
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Crime
R e p o r t

Man arrested for
robbing 11 cars

KUWAIT: Mubarak Al-Kabeer detectives arrested a
citizen in his twenties, who broke into cars and stole
their contents. He was found involved in 11 theft
cases and is being questioned. Investigations led
detectives to suspect the citizen, so they obtained a
warrant and arrested him in front of his house in
Qusour. He was taken to Mubarak Al-Kabeer detec-
tives’ office.

KD 6,000 debt

A citizen wanted for a KD 6,000 debt was arrested
in Sharq and sent to the civil sentences imple-
mentation department.

Traffic ticket

A citizen was surprised by a traffic ticket registered
on Arabian Gulf Road during a period when he had
left it for repairs at a Shuwaikh garage. The citizen
accused a Syrian mechanic of driving the car with-
out his knowledge. Shuwaikh detectives are inves-
tigating.

Nervous breakdown

A female citizen suffered a nervous breakdown
when she hit a cement barrier in Fintas and had
to be taken to hospital for treatment. Police said
that the woman was using her phone while driv-
ing, which eventually caused her to lose control
over her vehicle and crash into the barrier.

Hashish possession

A citizen and a Saudi man were arrested with 18
hashish packs, rolling paper and 15 illicit tablets.
Both were sent to the Drugs Control General
Department (DCGD). The arrest was made by the
special missions patrol in Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh.

Commitment to 
applying the law on all is

one of the most notable
signs of civilization

Financial dispute

A citizen accused his friend of forcing him to
sign a financial document at knifepoint, and
lodged a complaint at Ardiya police station.
The citizen told police that a financial dispute
occurred with his friend, so he forced him to
s ign a  promissor y  note  before  escaping.
Investigations are underway.  —Al-Rai

Employees of 116 
nationalities work 
in the public sector

KUWAIT: Relying on two contradicting statistics, govern-
ment bodies sounded an alarm on the inflated number of
expatriates in their departments, while the number of
those waiting for a job at the Civil Service Commission
reached nearly 18,000 citizens. The first figures, issued by
the central statistics department, showed the number of
employees in the government sector until March 31
reached 368,745, representing 116 nationalities including
Kuwaitis.

The second set of figures from the same department
showed that expats aged 30 until over 60 surpass citizens
as far as the percentage is concerned, while citizens sur-
pass them in the age group between 15 to 29 years.

It said that the number of Kuwaiti employees in the
government reached 277,297 citizens, and form 75 per-
cent of the total number, while the number of expats
reached 91,457 employees. Egyptians were in second
place behind citizens with 41,730 employees, 11 percent
of the total expat workforce (45 percent of the total num-
ber of expats working in government). Indians were in
third place at 23,148, which is 6 percent of the total num-
ber (25 percent of expats in the government).

The top 10 countries with nationals in the government
sector:

1- Kuwait (277,000)
2- Egypt (41,000)
3- India (23,000)
4- Syria (4,787)
5- Saudi Arabia (3,583)
6- Philippines (2,926)
7- Bangladesh (2,608)
8- Pakistan (1,738)
9- Unknown (1,095)
10- Lebanon (832) — Al-Qabas

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait (CBK) participated in the 4th Childhood Festival, which took
place recently at the Kuwait International Fairground in Mishref under the patronage of Minister of
Education and Minister of Higher Education Dr Bader Al-Essa.

KUWAIT: The government’s expected
decision to lift fuel subsidies after sev-
eral studies in this regard is expected
to have negative impacts on the pri-
vate sector by increasing its produc-
tion costs, and thus increase the prices
of various goods and services. 

Commenting on this controversial
issue, official government sources
stressed that energy and product sub-
sidies would not be lifted from ‘deserv-
ing’ citizens with low and medium
incomes. The sources added that a
special mechanism was being current-
ly prepared to determine which citi-
zens deserve subsidies and which do
not by using the smart civil ID that is
to be used to get petrol at the current
prices while non-deserving citizens
and expats would pay the new prices
that are expected to double by the
beginning of the new year, jumping
from 65 to 100 fils per liter. “This will
save the state budget around KD 500
million,” stressed the sources. 

Further, the sources explained that
the new system would be applied in
collaboration with PACI, K-Net and fuel
companies, where deserving citizens’

civil IDs would be automatically pro-
grammed. Petrol will be the starting
point towards using further applica-
tions in the process of linking civil IDs
to various daily transactions as well as
getting subsidized goods. 

Moreover, the sources expected the
new system to be launched by the
national anniversaries in February fol-
lowing a special awareness campaign
on how to use civil IDs for payment

and how to check the balance after
each transaction. The sources high-
lighted that the idea to use smart civil
IDs was adopted for several reasons,
including avoiding issuing special
cards for gasoline as the current smart
IDs are already ready to receive pur-
chase data, saving fortunes that would
need to be spent issuing new cards
and the high security levels the new ID
cards have. —Al-Anbaa

No fuel subsidies for expats, 
deserving citizens exempted

Law puts NGOs
under ministry’s

control
KUWAIT: In what has been described as a ‘flagrant
government interference that will kill nongovernmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) and place them in a mold
that can be easily controlled,’ the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Labor completed a proposed law for NGOs
that places total control over them and takes away
their independence.

The most notable content of the proposed law is the
cancellation of the list system for the elections of board
of directors of NGOs and replacing it with the one-vote
system as the case is for the National Assembly and
cooperative elections, while allowing the ministry to
make direct appointments on NGO boards without
regard to article 43 of the constitution which guaran-
tees the freedom of forming societies and labor unions.

The government interference went further by limit-
ing the term of board members to one term, and they
cannot run for a second one, while the term is set for
three years. The law maintains the ban on NGOs inter-
fering in political affairs, while limiting membership to
Kuwaitis only, which is a possible constitutional viola-
tion, because it discriminates against individuals based
on their nationality. —Al-Jarida

Education, health ministries
act against child abuse

KUWAIT: A mother pours hot water on her daughter, and another burns
her daughter’s body with cigarettes, while a third child cannot sit properly
because her back has burns all-over due to injuries caused by her own par-
ent. These cases are real and have been documented by Ministry of
Education staff members, prompting officials to form a joint committee
between the education and health ministries in order to stop those viola-
tions, maintain children’s rights and protect them against domestic vio-
lence. Education Ministry’s Undersecretary Dr Haitham Al-Athari formed the
committee and gave it the duty of collecting stats related to violence
against children, and prepare an integrated database about violence cases.
This helps examine the cases and present rules and basics of awareness
campaigns and preventive programs for schools with regards to child pro-
tection. —Al-Rai


